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Technology is creating new methods
to solve most problems.

And the next to solve is
z
“Financial Access”

53%
of the world’s adults have no access to finance.
No bank accounts, no credit histories, no use of finance for

2.45 billion people

The Problem
Credit Score is the key to access finance, and it is still centralized.

Limited access

Inadequate assessment

No transparency

Central & immobile

If you don’t have bank account, you

Credibility assessment systems fail

How is your score calculated?

Even if you have a score, what to

cannot have a credit score, thus

to deploy an accurate assessment

Central scoring systems don’t have

do when you think it is misleading ?

cannot access to finance. Only 47%

of creditworthiness by being mostly

any transparency regarding the

In addition, credit scores are local.

of global population had access to

dependent on banking credit history

defined rules of their credit scoring

You have to start from scratch to

loans for their financial needs within

and ignoring active and covering

mechanism, causing a lack of trust

build up a new score in a second

the last 12 months.

user data.

in the scoring system.

country. with new unknown metrics.

According to World Bank statistics, 2.45
billion people in the world are unbanked,
while over 44% of the current banked
population is not eligible for credit which
means 72% of the world population is
defined as ‘not credible’.

High income OECD
countries
60 million adults

8%

Central Asia &
Eastern Europe
193 million adults

49%

Over 70% of the underdeveloped part of
the world has no access to credit and
almost 60% of global population demands
increase in credit usage.
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East Asia
Southeast Asia
876 million adults

59%

Expensive, non-digital and insecure
traditional methods are being used at the
moment to compensate the financial need.

SouthAsia
612 million adults

2.5 billion unbanked

Latin America
250 million adults

Middle East
136 million adults

65%

67%

58%

Sub-Saharan Africa
326 million adults

80%
72% of population is ‘not credible’

Source: McKinsey research https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/financial-services/our-insights/counting-the-worlds-unbanked

The Solution:
Decentralized Credit
Score to make finance
accessible
for everyone.

FINANCIAL

PASSPORT

Colendi ID & Credit Score
SCORE
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By simply using our app, users can create
their Colendi ID and get Colendi Score
and can join Colendi network to access
microcredits, P2P financing and installment
shopping.

Colendi is a decentralized financial
identity and credit scoring protocol on
Ethereum blockchain. Through it’s
scoring algorithms, Colendi renders
v smart phone and social media data
together with other integrated data to
compile a unique credit score to each
user that will serve as a financial
passport.

How does it work?
Gain access to micro credit in 3 simple steps

SCORE
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Get your Colendi ID

Get your Colendi Score

Colendi creates a unique identity for

By providing permission to

every user, by gathering people’s

smartphone, social media and other

identifying attributions, Automated

related data to run scoring

identity creation in Colendi app or

algorithms, users get their Colendi

other integrated apps, is the first

score to state their financial stability.

step.

Access to finance
Users with Colendi ID and matching
Colendi Score will be able to access
finance by merchants and 3rd party
lenders through Colendi Network,

A better way for
financial
evaluation
While a bank evaluates credit scoring only
through bank dependent financial data,
Colendi proposes a far more
comprehensive and secure method.

Financial History
Existing financial history as a credibility
dimension

Retail Shopping
Shopping history, ticket sizes,
frequency, characteristics

Smartphone Data

Social Media Relations
Network credibility on bilateral
active relations

Location, contacts, app usage,
character footprint

Yourzdata,
your score
Merchant Transactions

Telco Data

Detailed shopping and transaction
history

Payments, usage, activity, history,
billing information

Decentralized Colendi protocol assures
data privacy and security where users own
their data and manage access.

User Preferences
Usage, activity, history

User Reliability
Provided info versus active data
evaluation results

Use cases for global financial transformation

Installment Shopping

Micro Credit

P2P Finance

Reliability Measure

Digital conversion for the most

Objective scoring and available

Credibility assessment and

A global score to serve as a

traditional method of shopping and

microfinance by lenders on Colendi

approved scorecard sharing based

benchmark for any app, service or

payment.

Network.

p2p financing.

business through integration.

Financial access
with Colendi Score
Colendi Score

Borrower

Lender

Colendi Score is used as the financial
reliability measure in lending processes.

Approved
Finance

Token backed
scoring

Data
Partners

Data
Integrators

Network
Costs

Colendi
Foundation

Community

Colendi
Token Rewards

Score
Contribution

Lender pays for score with Colendi
token in lending process

Colendi Score

Lender pays for the score with Colendi
Token, and each contributor to score earns
weighted amounts. This model leverages
further contribution and network growth.

Borrower

Merchant

Lender

Installment
shopping &
microfinance

• Sign up
• Get your ID and Colendi Score
• Find Colendi network merchants
• Scan QR
• See your shopping finance details
• Confirm & purchase
• Repay and improve your score

Installment Shopping & Micro Finance

Digital conversion for the most
traditional method of shopping
and payment.

Expansion: A global score and network to access finance
Partners & Early Adaptors:

Retail chain covering 15
Million customers.

Digital wallet for the
unbanked, +1 Million users

Energy provider for
6 Million households.

Restaurant POS system active
in +300k merchants and 195
countries

Kudi.ai
Digital wallet for
LATAM.

Messenger based
payment in Nigeria.

v
v

Phase I -

Business model setup

Phase II - Unbanked region growth

z
v

Phase III - Expansion
Phase IV - Global coverage

Team - Key Highlights

F&B places listing platform

Colendi team holds a proven FinTech track record

Acquired by

Our Fintech journey has begun over
the past decade with the purpose of
providing basic financial services to
unbanked & underbanked populations.

Bulent Tekmen

Serkan Omerbeyoglu

Furkan Kamaci

Same vision now enables us to
expand our mission to provide a
trustless credit worthiness assessment
protocol and system to billions of
unbanked people, globally.

Digital wallet and payment services for the unbanked

Invested by

Acquired by

Payment processor

Acquired by

Eray Eren

Zahid Sagiroglu

Mihriban Ersin

Team’s proven track record in Fintech with
millions of unbanked covering startups having
multiple successful exits and acquisitions
provided them the know-how and technical
confidence to create Colendi.

Summary
Colendi Decentralized Credit Score and Microcredit Protocol

A Global Vision

Technology

Market

Colendi Token

Team

Colendi is a global credit scoring

Blockchain technology holds huge

Colendi proposes a valid solution to

Colendi Token will be used for query

The founders are experienced

system on ethereum that can

potential creating a more

long-existing global problem

based scoring services. Lending

entrepreneurs and early blockchain

leverage new sources of information

prosperous world where trust is

covering 5 billion not credible people

parties pay with Colendi tokens to

adopters with earlier successful

about borrowers to assess

established through mass

directly, including 2.45 billion

complete the lending decision,

exits, mass reaching unbanked

creditworthiness in addition to

collaboration and clever code rather

unbanked and microfinance

whereas score contributing parties

payment technology and other

traditional measures. This

than through a powerful central

requiring banked populations. The

(data partners, integrators,

fintech startups. Colendi is a product

technology creates financing

institution. Colendi embodies this

economic value and impact is huge,

community) are rewarded with

of all these experiences where the

opportunities to new markets of

vision by its innovative scoring

and Colendi has a unique solution to

Colendi Token depending on their

global problem has been noticed

underserved individuals and

algorithms to leverage global

create a global network.

contribution to score.

and technology has been started to

businesses.

financial service technologies.

Governance
High-profile advisory board complements the capabilities of the management team. A well-established regulatory, legal and tax
system provides all community a high transparency with periodical reports and regulated governance. Colendi has established
its HQ at Zug, Switzerland with advisory from PwC.

be created.

Join our Telegram channel

Email: token@colendi.com

